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Unit 7: Electromagnetism in Special Relativity

In this unit we will see how to formulate the laws of electromagnetism in the language of special relativity. We will
also see how to generalize Larmor’s formula to get the corresponding result when the charge is moving at relativistic
speeds. It is assumed that this is not your first exposure to the theory of special relativity.

Unit 7-1: Review of Special Relativity

The theory of special relativity is concerned with how one describes the laws of physics in differing inertial frames of
reference. To describe what we mean by inertial frames of reference, consider one frame of reference that is “at rest.”
The set of inertial frames of reference are then those reference frames that move with some constant velocity v with
respect to the frame at rest.

Of course it is a question, when we say “at rest” what exactly do we mean? – at rest with respect to what? Sitting
in a chair in your room, you may consider yourself to be at rest. But of course your chair is in your room, which is
on the earth, which is spinning on its axis, and rotating around the sun, which itself is rotating around in the galaxy,
and the galaxy is rotating around in the universe. So really you are hardly at rest! One could say that “at rest”
should mean: at rest with respect to the center of mass of the universe. And if the universe is self contained, then
the center of mass of the universe is presumably not being accelerated. We will not worry about such subtleties, and
for the sake of our discussion, you are at rest if you are at rest with respect to the earth and all accelerations you are
interested in are large compared to the acceleration of the earth with respect to the center of mass of the universe!
In this case, a train moving with constant v would be an inertial frame with respect to our rest frame. This will be
good for thinking about experiments conducted on our everyday time and length scales, but of course not good if we
are talking about astrological times and length scales.

The theory of special relativity is then based on two assumptions:

1) The speed of light in a vacuum is the same constant in all inertial frames of reference.

2) The laws of physics must look the same in all inertial frames of reference – there is no experiment that one can do
that will determine if one is “at rest” or if one is moving with a constant velocity. There is no meaningful notion of
the “absolute velocity” of any inertial frame. For example, if you are in a train car moving with constant velocity,
or you are in the elevator moving between floors at constant velocity, you can bounce balls, and shine light, and do
any other physical experiment, and all the results you find would come out exactly as if you were at rest – there is
no way you can detect and measure the velocity of your inertial frame of reference. You will only know that you are
moving, and not at rest, when your frame accelerates or decelerates; i.e. if the train speeds up or slows down, or if
the elevator accelerates as it starts to move, or decelerates as it comes to a stop.

Consider the inertial frame of reference K in which the coordinates to measure events are (x, y, z, t).

Consider the inertial frame K′ which travels with constant velocity v = vx̂ with respect to K, and which uses
coordinates (x′, y′, z′, t′). The coordinates are chosen so that the spatial origins of K and K′ coincide at time t = t′ = 0.

An event happens and an observer in K measures it to occur at (x, y, z, t). An observer in K′ measures the same event
to occur at coordinates (x′, y′, z′, t′). What is the transformation that relates the coordinates measured in K′ to the
coordinates measured in K?

Since K′ moves with velocity vx̂ as seen by K, we can conclude that for the coordinates transverse to the direction of
motion,

y′ = y and z′ = z (7.1.1)

To see this, let us imagine the following. The observer at rest in K draws a red line parallel to his x-axis at height
y = H. The observer at rest in K′ draws green line parallel to her x-axis at height y′ = H. Now suppose it was the
case that lengths appear to shrink in directions transverse to the direction of relative motion. Then the observer at
rest in K, who sees K′ moving, would expect that the green line in K′ should lie below his own red line in K. However
the observer at rest in K′, who sees K moving, would expect that the red line in K should lie below her own green line
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in K′ (because otherwise, they would be able to tell which of the two is the one who is moving, and which is the one
at rest; that would violate (2)). Clearly both things cannot happen! The green line is either above or below the red
line; it can’t be one way in frame K and the other way in frame K′. The only conclusion consistent with assumption
(2) is that the green line and the red line are overlapping, i.e. the coordinates transverse to the direction of relative
motion are the same, y = y′.

Now consider what happens when a pulse of light goes off at t = t′ = 0, when the origins of K and K′ coincide. By
the above assumptions (1) and (2), the outgoing wavefronts must look spherical in both frames of reference (since
otherwise one could distinguish which frame was at rest, and which was the frame moving with a constant velocity).
The equation of the wavefront in each frame is therefore,

in K: r2 − c2t = 0 and in K′: r′
2 − c2t′2 = 0 (7.1.2)

so we can write,

r2 − c2t = r′
2 − c2t′2 ⇒ x2 + y2 + z2 − c2t2 = x′

2
+ y′

2
+ z′

2 − c2t′2 (7.1.3)

and since y = y′ and z = z′, this becomes,

x2 − c2t2 = x′
2 − c2t′2 ⇒ (x− ct)(x+ ct) = (x′ − ct′)(x′ + ct′) (7.1.4)

and so

(ct+ x)

(ct′ + x′)

(ct− x)

(ct′ − x′)
= 1 (7.1.5)

We expect that the transformation relating x′ and t′ to x and t must be linear. If it was not linear, than an object
moving with constant speed in frame K, x(t) = ut, would look like it was accelerated in frame K′.

Since the transition must be linear, we have,

ct′ + x′ = (ct+ x)f for some constant f . (7.1.6)

Then to satisfy Eq. (7.1.5), we must have

ct′ − x′ = (ct− x)f−1 (7.1.7)

We will write the constant f as f = e−y, where y is called the rapidity (not to be confused with the coordinate y!).

Solving the pair of linear Eqs. (7.1.6) and (7.1.7) to write ct′ and x′ in terms of ct and x, we get,

ct′ = ct

(
ey + e−y

2

)
− x

(
ey − e−y

2

)
(7.1.8)

x′ = −ct
(
ey − e−y

2

)
+ x

(
ey + e−y

2

)
(7.1.9)

or

ct′ = ct cosh y − x sinh y (7.1.10)

x′ = −ct sinh y + x cosh y (7.1.11)

The Lorentz Transformation

We now want to see what is the physical meaning of the rapidity y.

Since frame K′ moves with speed v to the right, as seen by the frame K, then the frame K moves with speed v to the
left, as seen by the frame K′. Therefore the origin of frame K (which is at x = 0) has a trajectory as seen in frame K′,

x′ = −vt′ ⇒ x′

t′
= −v (7.1.12)
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Appling the transformation of Eq. (7.1.11) with x = 0, we find that the origin of K as seen in frame K′ satisfies,

x′

ct′
=
−ct sinh y

ct sinh y
= − tanh y (7.1.13)

Comparing with Eq. (7.1.12) we conclude,

v

c
= tanh y (7.1.14)

Using the identities for the hyperbolic trig functions, we have,

cosh y =
1√

1−
(v
c

)2 ≡ γ and sinh y =
v

c
γ (7.1.15)

We thus get the Lorentz transformation from the coordinates in K to the coordinates in K′,

ct′ = γct− γ
(v
c

)
x

x′ = −γ
(v
c

)
ct+ γx

y′ = y

z′ = z

(7.1.16)

The inverse transformation from K′ to K is obtained by taking v ↔ −v in the above, and interchanging primed with
unprimed variables,

ct = γct′ + γ
(v
c

)
x′

x = γ
(v
c

)
ct′ + γx′

y = y′

z = z′

(7.1.17)

From the above Lorentz transformation we can derive the well known behaviors of special relativity.

FitzGerald contraction

Consider a stick at rest in frame K′. The length of the stick in its rest frame K′ is L0. What length does the observer
in K measure the stick to have, when the stick is oriented parallel to the relative motion of K′ with respect to K?

In frame K′ the stick is at rest, and its left end is at x′1 = 0 while its right end is at x′2 = L0. At t = t′ = 0 the observer
in K, watching the stick move to his right with velocity vx̂, marks where the left and right ends of the stick are. He
measures the left end to be at x1 = 0 (since the origins of K and K′ coordinates coincide at t = t′ = 0). And he
measures the right end of the stick to be at x2 = L. We call “event 1” the measurement by K of the position of the left
end of the stick, and “event 2” the measurement by K of the position of the right end of the stick. Since K measures
both ends simultaneously the times of event 1 and event 2 in K are t1 = t2 = 0. From the Lorentz transformation we
know,

x′2 = −γ
(v
c

)
ct2 + γx2 = γx2 since t2 = 0 (7.1.18)

Since, by definition x′2 = L0 and x2 = L, we therefore have the FitzGerald contraction,

L =
L0

γ
(7.1.19)
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Since γ > 1, we have L < L0. The length of the stick L, as seen by the observer in K, appears to have decreased
compared to its length L0 in the frame K′ in which it is at rest ⇒ sticks oriented parallel to their direction of motion
appear to shrink in length!

What does an observer in frame K′ see as the observer in K makes his two measurements. In frame K′, event 1 occurs
at coordinates t′1 = 0 and x′1 = 0, since t1 = x1 = 0. But the coordinates of event 2 occur at,

x′2 = −γ
(v
c

)
ct2 + γx2 = γx2 and ct′2 = γct2 − γ

(v
c

)
x2 = −γ

(v
c

)
x2 (7.1.20)

since t2 = 0. Using x2 = L, the observer in K′ thus sees the observer in K measure the position of the right end of the

stick at position x′2 = γL = L0, but the measurement takes place at the time t′2 = −γ
( v
c2

)
L = −

( v
c2

)
L0 < t′1 = 0.

So, although the observer in K believes he is making his measurements of the two ends of the stick simultaneously,
the observer in K′ sees K measure the position of the right end of the stick before he measures the position of the left
end of the stick. Since the stick has moved in between K’s two measurements, K′ will see K measure the stick to be
shorter than it really is! This is a second important result of special relativity:

Simultaneity of two events:

Two events which are simultaneous in one inertial frame of reference, are not simultaneous in another inertial frame
of reference.

K K ’ 

0,0	

v 

event 1 
t1  = 0 
x1 = 0 

event 2 
t2  = 0 
x2 = L 

as seen by K 
event 1 and event 2 
measured simultaneously 

K K ’ K K ’ 

0,0	0	0	

-v -v 

event 1 
t1’  = 0 
x1’ = 0 

event 2 
t2’

  = -(v/c2)L0 
x2’ = L0 

as seen by K ’, observer in K measures 
location of right side of the  stick (event 2)  
before he measures location of the left side  
of the stick (event 1) 

Note, if the stick if oriented perpendicular to its direction of motion, then at t′ = t = 0, the ends of the stick in K′ are
at y′1 = 0 and y′2 = L0. The Lorentz transformation then gives that the observer in K will measure the ends to be at
y1 = 0 and y2 = L0. Sticks oriented perpendicular to their direction of motion do not appear to change their length.

Time dilation

Consider a clock at rest in frame K′. The time between ticks of the clock in its rest frame K′ is ∆t0. What will be
the time between ticks ∆t as measured by an observer in frame K?

Let the clock be at the origin of K′. Let event 1 be the first tick of the clock which occurs at time t′1 = 0 and position
x′1 = 0. Let event 2 be the second tick of the clock which occurs at time t′2 = ∆t0 and position x′2 = 0. Using the
inverse Lorentz transformation

ct = γct′ + γ
(v
c

)
x′ (7.1.21)

we can compute the times of these two events as seen by the observer in frame K.

Event 1 occurs at time t1 = 0 since t′1 = x′1 = 0. Event 2 occurs at time ct2 = γct′2, since x′2 = 0. Since t′2 = ∆t0, and
t2 − t1 = ∆t, we conclude that,

∆t = γ∆t0 (7.1.22)
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Since γ > 1, the time between ticks of the clock is greater in K than in the clock’s rest frame K′. The moving clock
appears to have slowed down! This is known as time dilation.

4-Vector Notation

3-vectors: We will start by reviewing some of the properties of ordinary three-component spatial vectors.

For specifying the location of a point in space, we set up a right handed orthonormal coordinate system, and then
specify the coordinates of the point with reference to that orthonormal basis, (x, y, z). To simplify notation, we call
(x, y, z) a vector and denote it as ~r or r = (x, y, z). If we want to refer to a particular component of the vector, we
write ri, with i = 1, 2, or 3. We say that any triple of numbers (a1, a2, a3), that transforms under a rotation of the
coordinate basis the same way as the position vector (x, y, z), is also a vector.

If we want to take a dot product between two vectors we write v · u, or using the summation convention we could
write viui. The dot product is independent of which orthonormal coordinates we use to express the vector, i.e., if v
and u are given by (v1, v2, v3) and (u1, u2, u3) with respect to one coordinate basis, and (v′1, v

′
2, v
′
3) and (u′1, u

′
2, u
′
3)

are the coordinates of the same vectors with respect to a rotated coordinate basis, then v · u = uivi = u′iv
′
i.

If we have the coordinates (x, y, z) of the vector with respect to one coordinate basis, and we would like the coordinates
(x′, y′, z′) of the same vector with respect to a rotated coordinate basis, that transformation is given by a linear matrix
operation, (x′, y′, z′) = M · (x, y, z), with M the rotation matrix. In terms of components, and using the summation
convention, we could write this as x′i = Mijxj . Since the dot product of two vectors must have the same value in any
orthonormal coordinate basis, we must have

|r|2 = r · r = x′i
2

= x′ix
′
i = MijxjMikxk = xjxj = x2j (7.1.23)

For this to be true it must be that

MijMik = δik with δjk the Kronecker delta. (7.1.24)

In matrix notation, with the transpose Mt of the matrix M defined by [Mt]ij = Mji, we can write this condition as

Mt ·M = I, with I the identity matrix. (7.1.25)

This then shows that for rotation matrices, the transpose of the matrix must be equal to the inverse of the matrix,
Mt = M−1. Such a matrix is said to be orthonormal.

4-vectors: We now extend the same ideas to describe the coordinates of events in space-time.

In special relativity we refer to the coordinates of an event in space-time with a quadruple of numbers, (x, y, z, ict). In
these coordinates, the time t is measured in units of ct to give it the same dimension of length as the other coordinates.
We take the time component to be imaginary for reasons to be made clear soon. We call this quadruple of numbers
the position 4-vector, and denote it as xµ, with µ = 1, 2, 3 or 4. So x2 ≡ y and x4 ≡ ict. Unlike 3-vectors, the custom
(following Einstein) is not to represent the 4-vector some with some notation like x = (x, y, z, ict), but rather to
represent it simply as xµ. Depending on the context, xµ could mean specifically the µ-th component of the 4-vector,
or it could represent the entire 4 components of the 4-vector.

If xµ are the coordinates of an event in one inertial frame of reference K, then the coordinates of the same event as
measured in another inertial frame of reference K′ are given by x′µ = aµνxν , where aµν is the matrix of the linear
Lorentz transformation from K to K′. For the special case where K′ moves with velocity vx̂ with respect to K, the
elements of the Lorentz transformation matrix are given by Eq. (7.1.16). In terms of our notation xµ, with x4 = ict,
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we can rewrite Eq. (7.1.16) as,

x′1 = γ
(
x1 + i

(v
c

)
x4

)
x′2 = x2

x′3 = x3

x′4 = γ
(
x4 − i

(v
c

)
x1

)
(7.1.26)

If we denote as L the Lorentz transformation from K to K′, then the above equations give the elements of the matrix
a(L) of this transformation as,

a(L) =



γ 0 0 i
(v
c

)
γ

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

−i
(v
c

)
γ 0 0 γ


(7.1.27)

The inverse Lorentz transformation L−1 from K′ to K has a matrix that is obtained by taking v → −v in the above.
We thus see that the matrix of the inverse transformation, aµν(L−1) = aνµ(L), or a(L−1) = at(L) – the matrix of the
inverse transformation L−1 is the transpose of the matrix of L.

We define the square of a 4-vector by,

x2µ ≡ xµxµ = x2 + y2 + z2 + (ict)2 = x2 + y2 + z2 − c2t2 = r2 − c2t2 (7.1.28)

where r = (x, y, z) stands for the spatial components of xµ, and r = |r|. The equation xµxµ = 0 then defines the
coordinates of the outward traveling wavefront of a pulse of light that leaves the origin at t = 0. Since this must be
the same in all inertial frames of reference, we conclude that we must have,

x′µx
′
µ = xµxµ (7.1.29)

That is, the square of a 4-vector must have the same value in any inertial frame of reference. This is the reason why
we defined the time component of the position 4-vector to have the imaginary factor of i. With the factor i, we can
then represent the square of the 4-vector as simply the sum of the squares of its four components, as in Eq. (7.1.28).

Sometimes, particularly when one is discussing general relativity one writes the 4-vector as (x, y, z, ct), without the
factor i in the time component. The square of the 4-vector is then written as xµgµνxν , with

gµν ≡


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

 (7.1.30)

called the metric tensor. But for special relativity we do not need such a fancy notation, and we will stick with
xµ = (x, y, z, ict).

Note, the condition |r|2 = 0 for a 3-vector r defines a unique point in three dimensional space. However the condition
x2µ = xµxµ = 0 defines a surface in four dimensional space-time. This surface is known as the light cone of the origin
at xµ = 0. For t > 0, the light cone is all the points in space-time that will be reached by a pulse of light emitted at
the origin at t = 0. For t < 0, the light cone is all the points in space-time that, if a pulse of light was emitted on
this surface, the pulse would reach the origin at t = 0. The t > 0 part of the surface is called the forward light cone;
the t < 0 part of the surface is called the backwards light cone.

Now the requirement of Eq. (7.1.29) imposes a condition on the Lorentz transformation matrix a(L). We must have,

x′µx
′
µ = aµν(L)xν aµλ(L)xλ = xνxν (7.1.31)
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This requires that the matrix a(L) must satsify,

aµν(L)aµλ(L) = δνλ ⇒ atνµ(L)aµν(L) = δνλ ⇒ at(L) = a−1(L) (7.1.32)

The transpose of the Lorentz transformation matrix is equal to the inverse of the matrix. The Lorentz transformation
matrices a(L) are therefore 4× 4 orthonormal matrices operating on space-time coordinates.

Following Eq. (7.1.27) we noted that a(L−1) = at(L). Since we now have at(L) = a−1(L), we therefore conclude what
may seem obvious, a(L−1) = a−1(L). The matrix of the inverse transformation L−1 is the inverse of the matrix of L.

Now if L1 is the Lorentz transformation from K to K′, and if L2 is the Lorentz transformation from K′ to K′′, then
the Lorentz transformation L2L1 from K to K′′ is given by the matrix,

aµν(L2L1) = aµλ(L2) aλν(L1) (7.1.33)

If we apply the above with L1 ≡ L and L2 ≡ L−1, so that L2L1 = I the identity transformation, we then get,

aµν(L−1L) = δµν = aµλ(L−1) aλν(L) ⇒ a(L−1) = a−1(L) (7.1.34)

So again we have that the matrix of the inverse transformation L−1 is the inverse of the matrix of L.

Difference 4-Vector

If we have two position 4-vectors, xµ1 and xµ2, we can define the difference 4-vector,

∆xµ = xµ2 − xµ1 = (x2 − x1, y2 − y1, z2 − z1, ic[t2 − t1]) = (∆r, ic∆t) (7.1.35)

Let us label these two positions so that t2 ≥ t1.

The square of the difference 4-vector is,

∆x2µ = |∆r|2 − c2∆t2 (7.1.36)

When ∆x2µ = 0, xµ2 is on the light cone of xµ1. A pulse of light leaving position r1 at time t1 will arrive at position
r2 exactly at time t2.

When ∆x2µ < 0, a pulse of light leaving position r1 at time t1 will arrive at position r2 at a time t earlier than t2.
The positions xµ1 and xµ2 are said to be time-like. There exists an inertial frame of reference K′ in which xµ1 and
xµ2 occur at the same point in space, r′1 = r′2, but at different times, t′1 6= t′2. To find this frame, just transform from
the original frame K to a new K′ that moves with velocity v = ∆r/∆t as seen by K. For two time-like points xµ1
and xµ2, what happens at xµ1 can effect what will happen at xµ2, if the agent causing that effect travels slower than
the speed of light.

When ∆x2µ > 0, a pulse of light leaving position r1 at time t1 will arrive at position r2 at a time t later than t2.
The positions xµ1 and xµ2 are said to be space-like. There exists an inertial frame of reference in which xµ1 and xµ2
occur at the same time, t′1 = t′2, but at different points in space, r′1 6= r′2. What happens at xµ1 can never effect what
happens at xµ2 because it would require an agent traveling faster than the speed of light to cause such an effect.

We sketch these different regions in the space-time diagram below, where we also include the case ∆t < 0 (i.e. t2 < t1).

Δx 

cΔt 

0

time-like 

space-like 

forward 
light cone 

backward 
light cone 

An event happening at the origin can effect what happens in
the time-like region bounded by the forward light cone.

An event happening in the time-like region bounded by the
backward light cone can effect what happens at the origin.

An event in the space-like region can never effect, nor be
effected by, what happens at the origin.
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Differential 4-Vector and the Proper Time

For two position 4-vectors infinitesmally close to each other, we can define the differential 4-vector.

If xµ = (x, y, z, ict), and xµ + dxµ = (x+ dx, y + dy, z + dz, ic[t+ dt]), then the differential 4-vector is,

dxµ = (dx, dy, dz, icdt) (7.1.37)

We can then write for the square of this differential 4-vector,

−(dxµ)2 = c2dt2 − dr2 ≡ c2ds2 (7.1.38)

Since this is the square of a 4-vector, it is a Lorentz invariant scalar, i.e. it has the same value in all inertial frames
of reference.

When xµ and xµ + dxµ are time-like, i.e. dx2µ < 0, we can write,

ds2 = dt2

[
1− 1

c2

(
dx1
dt

)2

− 1

c2

(
dx2
dt

)2

− 1

c2

(
dx2
dt

)2
]

= dt2
[
1− v2

c2

]
=
dt2

γ2
with v < c (7.1.39)

and so,

ds =
dt

γ
is called the proper time interval between two infinitesmally close time-like events. (7.1.40)

The speed v that appears in the factor γ is the speed it takes to go from r to r + dr in the time dt. If the points xµ
and xµ + dxµ are two nearby points on the space-time trajectory of a moving particle, then v is just the speed of the
particle.

Because ds is defined in terms of the square dx2µ, it is a Lorentz invariant scalar, having the same value in all inertial
frames of reference.

If, in frame K, the two events at xµ and xµ + dxµ occur at the exact same spatial position, i.e. dr = (dx, dy, dz) = 0,
then the proper time interval ds between the two events is just the same as the time interval dt between the two
events in frame K. Or to put it another way, the proper time interval ds between two events, is the time interval
between those events as measured in the inertial frame of reference in which those two events occur at the same
position in space. To put it yet another way, ds is the time between ticks on a clock that is at rest, and so ds = dt/γ
is essentially the same as the time dilation result of Eq. (7.1.22), ∆t0 = ∆t/γ.

•	
•	
•	
•	
•	
•	

x(0)
µ
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<latexit sha1_base64="Tf+s9n7burXMVwGhdzUojFgKvAQ=">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</latexit>

x(2)
µ

<latexit sha1_base64="KioOpzeaIAh3OY9dti2y6ARpcIo=">AAAClXicbVHbShxBEO2dXDTmosaHPPjSxAQMLMO0OhgEQUiQvMVAVoXdzdLTU7PbbE/30F0jWYb5DF/1F/ITfoR/k55ZkbimoItD1Snq9KmkUNJhFN12gidPnz1fWn6x8vLV6zera+tvT50prYCeMMrY84Q7UFJDDyUqOC8s8DxRcJZMvzT9swuwThr9E2cFDHM+1jKTgqMv9X+PBnn5q9re+VSP1raiMGqDPgbsDmwdfWAT+4fenIzWOzhIjShz0CgUd67PogKHFbcohYJ6ZVA6KLiY8jH0PdQ8BzesWs01/egrKc2M9U8jbav/TlQ8d26WJ56Zc5y4xV5T/F+vX2L2eVhJXZQIWswXZaWiaGhjAE2lBYFq5gEXVnqtVEy45QK9TQ+2aCkg8w3/kxQyb3ArsvKaweHYAui6suOkrqKQ7e52ozDei7stXpgQxmpQykJ6P7Df9d4yNs8L9JTbaaJKuCdHDa1NcdzciS1e5TE43QnZXhj/8Ac7IPNYJpvkPdkmjOyTI/KNnJAeEcSQS3JFroN3wWHwNTieU4PO3cwGeRDB979A+soO</latexit>

x(3)
µ

<latexit sha1_base64="A01erdWVe/fBp7nnoV1CBmdtK28=">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</latexit>

x(4)
µ

<latexit sha1_base64="px0uyy84DMiIG0dcnxP0iBXOYEU=">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</latexit>

x(5)
µ

<latexit sha1_base64="BgYktsQlGjCl0yBZoxb6ZFcDdfY=">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</latexit>

dx(5)
µ

<latexit sha1_base64="ZzPheNlgfqwByxPNyYMlWaT/K1s=">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</latexit>

dx(4)
µ

<latexit sha1_base64="5T3cP60RYtikA6EaB6aioXyclpI=">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</latexit>

dx(3)
µ

<latexit sha1_base64="LVTZ8hKTHq8ko38RweLzwIb/Ui8=">AAAClnicdVHbihNBEO3MelnXy158EXxpXIUVwtC92TFZH2RBRB8jmN2FJIaenpqkSU/P0F0jhmF+w1f9BH/Cj/Bv7Jno4gYt6OJQ5xyquioutHLI2M9OsHXj5q3b23d27t67/2B3b//g3OWllTCSuc7tZSwcaGVghAo1XBYWRBZruIiXrxv+4hNYp3LzAVcFTDMxNypVUqAvTZLPs0lWfqyOes/r2d4hCxljnHPaAN5/wTw4PR0c8wHlDeXj8OwpX9jv9Mdwtt/BSZLLMgODUgvnxpwVOK2ERSU11DuT0kEh5FLMYeyhERm4adUOXdNnvpLQNLf+GaRt9W9HJTLnVlnslZnAhdvkmuK/uHGJ6WBaKVOUCEauG6WlppjTZgM0URYk6pUHQlrlZ6VyIayQ6Pd0rYtRElJP+J8kkPoNt0NWfmZwOLcApq7sPK4rFvJer8vC6CTqtnjDIXNrQGsLyZWh3/W75XydN+SJsMtYl3AlZo2sTVHU3OnPMej/wflxyE/C6L0/2Euyjm3ymDwhR4STPjkj78iQjIgkBflCvpJvwaPgVfAmeLuWBp3fnofkWgTDX7OtyrM=</latexit>

dx(2)
µ

<latexit sha1_base64="f6GA8FQI48/SSk9tJH2EjMUAksQ=">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</latexit>

dx(1)
µ

<latexit sha1_base64="k8D3G/QtDUrMqVbK/No4WwKVy98=">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</latexit>

x

<latexit sha1_base64="zGsf0kWx6PjPRTEzsHRL4xIyUic=">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</latexit>

y

<latexit sha1_base64="J7wvib3SGRFIi0rFUOgbxxSBHbQ=">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</latexit>

ct

<latexit sha1_base64="ROzAiAEzfzzUSQTjD8szfdWX4ag=">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</latexit>

If xµ represents the position of a particle moving on a space-time trajectory,
then it is often convenient to parameterize that trajectory by the proper time
s =

∫
ds. To see how to do this, imagine labeling discrete nearby points on

the trajectory by an index i, so that the trajectory is given by the set of points

{x(i)µ }. Then define dx
(i)
µ = x

(i)
µ − x(i−1)µ , and dsi =

√
−
[
dx

(i)
µ

]2
/c2. Note,

because the particle speed must satisfy v < c, −
[
dx

(i)
µ

]2
is always positive.

Then, if we define the initial point x
(0)
µ to be at proper time s0, and define

si =
∑i
j=1 dsj + s0, we can then label the points on the trajectory x

(i)
µ as

xµ(si). Letting the spacing between the points go to zero, we have a continuous
parameterization of the trajectory, xµ(s). Viewed this way, the proper time s
is the analog of the arc length along a curve in three dimensional space, only
using the distance metric appropriate to space-time. Physically, s is the time
that would be measured on a clock that is moving along with the particle.
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Other 4-Vectors

Above we defined the spatial 4-vector xµ. We now generalize the concept of 4-vector to include any quadruple of
numbers (u1, u2, u3, u4) that transform under a Lorentz transformation the same way as xµ, i.e. u′µ = aµνuν .

4-velocity:

Consider a particle that is moving on a trajectory xµ(s) in space-time. We define the 4-velocity uµ of the particle as
the derivative of the 4-position with respect to the proper time interval,

uµ ≡
dxµ
ds
≡ ẋµ (7.1.41)

From here on, a dot over a symbol will denote a derivative with respect to the proper time interval ds.

Since xµ is a 4-vector, and ds is a Lorentz invariant scaler, then it follows that uµ must transform like xµ, and so it
is a 4-vector.

Using Eq. (7.1.40) for ds we have,

uµ =
dxµ
ds

= γ
dxµ
dt

(7.1.42)

So the spatial components of uµ are u = γv, and the time component is u4 = γd(ict)/dt = icγ.

Note, in the above expressions, the speed v that enters the factor γ =
1√

1− v2/c2
is just the speed of the particle.

The square of the 4-velocity is thus,

uµuµ = γ2v2 − c2γ2 = γ2(v2 − c2) =
v2 − c2

1− v2/c2
= −c2 (7.1.43)

4-acceleration:

We can similarly define the 4-acceleration of a particle as,

αµ ≡
duµ
ds

= u̇µ = ẍµ = γ
duµ
dt

(7.1.44)

We will write αµ in terms of the ordinary acceleration a = dv/dt later.

4-gradient:

We define the 4-gradient as,

∂

∂xµ
≡
(
∇,− i

c

∂

∂t

)
(7.1.45)

We now will prove that the 4-gradient is indeed a 4-vector.

Using the chain rule for differentiation, we can write,

∂

∂x′µ
=
∂xλ
∂x′µ

∂

∂xλ
(7.1.46)

But since xλ is obtained from x′µ by the inverse Lorentz transformation L−1, we have xλ = aλµ(L−1)x′µ, and so

∂xλ
∂x′µ

= aλµ(L−1) = a−1λµ(L) = aµλ(L) (7.1.47)
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where in the second step we use the result that the matrix of the inverse transformation L−1 is the inverse of the
matrix of L, and in the third step we used the result that the inverse of the matrix of the transformation is equal to
the transpose of the matrix. Using this in Eq. (7.1.46) we then get,

∂

∂x′µ
= aµλ(L)

∂

∂xλ
(7.1.48)

which is just the transformation law of a 4-vector. Hence the 4-gradient is a 4-vector.

wave equation operator:

We can now consider the square of the 4-gradient, which is a Lorentz invariant scalar differential operator,(
∂

∂xµ

)2

= ∇2 − 1

c2
∂2

∂t2
(7.1.49)

This is just the wave equation operator!

inner products:

For any 4-vector uµ we showed that uµuµ is a Lorentz invariant scalar. Consider now a second 4-vector vµ. The inner
product of the two 4-vectors is defined to be,

uµvµ (7.1.50)

You should show that this is also a Lorentz invariant scalar, i.e. that u′µv
′
µ = uµvµ.


